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Scenario
Home From Home Boarding Kennels
Stephen Kennedy owns and runs boarding kennels, in the South West of England.
Owners book their dogs into the kennels selecting a boarding package that best suits the
dogs and how much they are willing to spend on a boarding visit.
All packages come with standard daily activities such as a health check. Owners can
choose additional activities depending on the package.
Owners can book more than one dog on the same boarding visit. The kennels does not
accept dogs under three months old.
Stephen has eight employees. One employee manages reception and the bookings for
boarding visits. The other seven look after the dogs during their visit.
Supplies including wet and dry dog food, dog biscuits and treats are bought weekly.
Currently Stephen uses a paper-based system to manage the kennels. He realises this is
not a very efficient or easy-to-use system. It has been agreed that you will design and
build a prototype relational database system.
Stephen has thought of a range of possible tasks that could be included in the prototype.
Possible tasks are:
•
•
•
•

registering owners and their dogs
managing boarding visits
managing details of employees
ordering supplies.

The final system will be based on your evaluation of the prototype and your
recommendations for further functionality.
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